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Abstract
Anti-trust infringers are liable jointly and severally, i.e., any offender may be sued and forced to
compensate a victim on behalf of all. EU law then grants the singled-out firm a right to internal
redress: all infringers are obliged to contribute in proportion to their relative responsibility for
the victim’s harm. We operationalize this for hardcore cartels. Responsibility is inferred from
how much lower damages could have been, had one or more offenders refused to collaborate.
This calls for applying the Shapley value to a model of overcharges. Resulting allocations are
characterized for selected market environments and compared to ad hoc distributions based
on market shares or profits. A new decomposition of the Shapley value helps to establish
bounds on payment obligations.
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1.

Introduction

Cartels are illegal because they generally harm customers and suppliers of the involved
firms (and possibly others). Victims have for long had a right to compensation but the
pertinent legal hurdles used to be high. Annually up to 23.3 billion euro of damages
remained unclaimed from EU-wide cartels according to the European Commission
(SWD/2013/203/Final recital 67). This is about to change after 2014’s Directive on
Antitrust Damages Actions (2014/104/EU) has fully been implemented into national
law. The position of plaintiffs is improving and some big cases are already pending –
e.g., against the air cargo, elevator or truck cartels.
Two provisions for the compensation of cartel victims, which the Directive sought
to harmonize in Europe, motivate this paper. First, the members of a cartel are
liable jointly and severally. An injured party can sue any cartel member for the full
amount of its damages; if courts confirm the claim, the defendant must compensate
the plaintiff on behalf of the entire cartel. This is regardless of whether the plaintiff
made its purchases from the sued firm or other ones. Similar provisions also apply in
Australia, Japan and the US.
Second, the sued cartel member is entitled to internal redress. That is, in Europe, all
co-infringers are obliged to contribute to the compensation which the unlucky one of
them had to pay out.1 The billion euro question is: how much? In other words, how
are damages of a cartel to be allocated among its potentially heterogeneous members?
The goal of this paper is to operationalize the vague redress norm established
by the European Union in its Directive 2014/104/EU in an economically sensible
way.2 According to the Directive, cartelists’ internal obligations in compensating
any external claimant must reflect “. . . their relative responsibility for the harm caused
by the infringement of competition law” (Article 11(5)). The Directive is not specific on
how “relative responsibility” should be quantified. It leaves doors wide open by
stating that “. . . determination of that share [of external compensation] as the relative
responsibility of a given infringer, and the relevant criteria such as turnover, market
share, or role in the cartel, is a matter for the applicable national law, while respecting
the principles of effectiveness and equivalence” (recital 37).
Different quantification strategies have been used in the literature in order to shed
light on how cartel damages accrue to different injured parties along the value chain.
1

In federal US antitrust cases, defendants are not entitled to compensation from other defendants.
See Texas Industries, Inc. v. Radcliff Materials, Inc., 451 U.S. 630, 1981, Easterbrook et al. (1980) and
Baker (2004). In Japan, a defendant may force other cartel members to join the initial lawsuit or demand
reimbursement for excess payments later. In Australia, the question of contribution is open.
2
The issue of how alternative norms (cf. fn. 1) affect incentives for cartel formation, whistleblowing,
settlements, etc. is here left aside. See, for instance, Landes and Posner (1980), Polinsky and Shavell
(1981), Goetz et al. (2006) or Hviid and Medvedev (2010).
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See, e.g., Baker and Rubinfeld (1999), Nieberding (2006), Friederiszick and Röller
(2010), Inderst et al. (2013) and the European Commission (SWD/2013/205). We take
individual damages as given and seek to disentangle contributions by different injurers.
Ad hoc allocations of harm suffered by a victim among the infringers – like a
division by sales or revenues – may yield a good approximation of causal contributions
and responsibility by chance. In general, however, a systematic approach is warranted.
A key reason is that asymmetry between the cartel’s members can translate very
differently into asymmetric market shares, relative profits, etc. Picking one ad hoc
criterion rather than the other involves undue arbitrariness in view of Article 11’s
explicit reference to “relative responsibility”. One can and should do better, not just
because very big numbers are involved.
A systematic investigation involves a reflection on properties that suitable allocations should satisfy. For instance, in order to account for the Directive’s responsibility
criterion, a firm should contribute to compensating a given customer if and only if this
customer’s damages would have been lower had the firm refused to participate in the
cartel. And if cartel membership of two firms had identical effects on a particular harm,
then both should contribute the same to its remedy. The damage allocation should not
depend on the currency of account nor on whether quantities refer to tons, kilograms
or liters, etc. We will formalize these and other desiderata. Classical results by Shapley
(1953a) and Young (1985) then imply that the Shapley value of an appropriately defined
game of transferable utility is the unique best way to split external compensation
obligations among the offenders.
The Shapley value has long been established as a tool for allocating costs and
profits in joint ventures3 and the corresponding rationale applies to the division of
compensation claims at least as well. This has recently been acknowledged by Dehez
and Ferey (2013, 2016) and also Huettner and Karos (2017) for jointly and severally
liable tortfeasers in sequential liability games. Such games model incremental harm
caused by chronologically ordered acts of negligence. They are convex, hence have
a non-empty core; the Shapley value then serves to select from the core. Using
the Shapley value for the allocation of cartel damages, which arise simultaneously
rather than sequentially, has first been suggested by Schwalbe (2013) and Napel and
Oldehaver (2015) to law audiences. As far as we know, the present analysis is the first
to address an economic audience by going beyond isolated numerical examples.
We concentrate on overcharge damages caused by hardcore cartels that fixed
quantities, sales areas or prices of differentiated goods. For the time being, this leaves
aside other kinds of antitrust infringements and harm associated with deadweight
3

See Shubik (1962), Roth and Verrecchia (1979), and Littlechild and Thompson (1977) for pioneering
contributions, Young (1994) for a comparison to other methods of cost allocation, and Moretti and
Patrone (2008) for an overview of more recent contributions.
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losses, including forgone profits of suppliers of intermediary or complement goods
(and even general equilibrium effects; see Eger and Weise 2015). Though compensation
for the latter types of damage has so far played a negligible role, nothing in principle
would preclude a generalization of the suggested approach. Changes in prices could,
e.g., be replaced by those in downstream profits or indirect utility.
A Shapley damage allocation divides cartel markups over competitive product
prices – hence overcharge damages when multiplied by sales – according to individual
abilities of the participating firms to influence prices. We analyze how the resulting
damage shares are linked to an industry’s demand and cost structure. We derive
bounds on a given firm’s responsibility for own overcharges and those by other cartel
participants. For instance, responsibility for the former is always higher than for the
latter if goods are differentiated symmetrically (Section 5.2). We also compare Shapley
allocations to ad hoc ones based on market shares, profits or an equal per head
assignment. Such divisions have been suggested by law practitioners and we propose
binary approximations of damages as a more robust, potentially very useful tool
for reaching settlements. At a technical level, we identify a new decomposition
of the Shapley value. This could be of more general interest because it combines
the key features of decompositions discovered by Kleinberg and Weiss (1985) and
Rothblum (1988): start with a flat per-head allocation as the baseline; then correct this
according to whether damages in cartel scenarios with a fixed number of infringers are
greater with or without the firm in question. The decomposition mathematically helps
to obtain asymptotic results but may also facilitate educated guesses about relative
responsibility when data are scarce in practice.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We start with a more detailed
illustration of the problem in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we discuss several
intuitive requirements for responsibility-based damage allocations and conclude that
the Shapley value should be invoked. We decompose it into two components in
Section 4 and study important benchmark situations in Section 5. Section 6 specializes
the analysis to linear market environments. For these, heuristic allocation rules are
compared to the Shapley benchmark and to binary approximations in Section 7.
Section 8 discusses extensions to leniency provisions. We conclude in Section 9.
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2.

Illustration

A cartel member i having responsibility4 for damages of a given claimant k requires
that k’s damages are causally linked to i’s cartel membership, i.e., their scale, scope or
distribution would have been different without i’s illegal action. Identifying the causal
links between anticompetitive conduct and harm is generally fraught with difficulty
(see, e.g., Lianos 2015). What makes economic analysis of responsibility for cartel
damages especially interesting is that even symmetric cost and demand structures
may generate asymmetric links to harm suffered by a specific victim. Namely, price
effects of individual cartel membership in a but-for-test differ across cartel participants
as long as own-price and cross-price elasticities of the respective demands differ.
For illustration, consider n otherwise identical firms on a Salop circle. Think of
cement plants that are equally spaced on the shores of an unshippable lake. They
sold their cement at inflated prices to local construction companies around the lake;
their cartel was busted and a customer of firm i sues. Firm i’s and another firm j’s
relative responsibilities for this customer’s damages are tied to the counterfactual
price that the customer would have paid had i or respectively j refused to participate.
Unless transportation costs are zero, and thus all products perfect substitutes, cartel
membership of the northernmost vendor has a smaller effect on overcharges faced by
customers in the south than does membership of southern vendors, and vice versa
(see, e.g., Levy and Reitzes 1992). The closer two firms are located and hence the
more intensely they would have competed in the absence of the cartel, the greater
the price effect of their collusion. So counterfactual prices that the suing customer
would have paid if i or if j had not joined the cartel, but just best-responded to its
illegal practices, vary according to i’s and j’s locations. Differential effects of cartel
membership imply differential responsibilities for a specific customer’s damage; hence
different obligations for compensation arise.
Of course, a symmetric market structure implies that obligations which j and
i respectively have in compensating each others’ customers are the same. Mutual
claims cancel out if all constructors sue, or if at least an equal measure of them does
everywhere. However, they do not cancel in almost all other situations – e.g., if just
some companies in the south go to court. A general analysis hence requires that
responsibility be allocated to the cartel members for the price overcharge on each
4

The canonical conception of legal and moral responsibility for damages includes three parts (see
Feinberg 1970, p. 195f, for a classical discussion). Firstly, the defendant was at fault in acting. This
clearly applies if, for instance, firm i’s manager illegally coordinated its commodity production with
competitors over dinner, violating antitrust laws. Secondly, the faulty act caused the harm: these
conversations resulted in a price increase for the customer. Finally, the faulty aspects of the act were
relevant to its causal connection to the harm: illegal coordination by the managers – not, perhaps, just
the reaction of commodity speculators to observing them dine together – caused the increase.
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single good in the cartel’s portfolio. Such product-oriented analysis is all the more
important if one wants to incorporate asymmetric market sizes, cross-price effects or
cost structures – as we do.5
Ad hoc approaches can lead to very different damage allocations under heterogeneity. Consider an example with three producers of differentiated goods. Their
respective costs be C1 (q1 ) = 30q1 , C2 (q2 ) = 20q2 and C3 (q3 ) = 10q3 and they compete à la
Bertrand. Let demands be D1 (p) = 100 − 4p1 + 3p2 + 0.4p3 , D2 (p) = 100 − 4p2 + 3p1 + 0.4p3
and D3 (p) = 150 − 3p3 + 0.4(p1 + p2 ). So products 1 and 2 constitute closer substitutes
than product 3.
The individual maximization of profits yields Bertrand equilibrium prices pB =
(44.7; 41.0; 35.7) rounded to one decimal place. The corresponding equilibrium outputs
are qB = (58.7; 84.2; 77.1), with revenues of RB = (2622.5; 3453.7; 2755.1) and profits of
ΠB = (861.5; 1770.6; 1983.7). If the firms form a cartel and maximize total industry
profit, prices rise to pC = (82.2; 77.2; 47.9) while quantities fall to qC = (22; 57; 70).
Ignoring potential side payments, individual profits in the cartelized market are ΠC =
(1147.6; 3258.4; 2653.7) from revenues of RC = (1807.6; 4398.4; 3353.7).
Profits increase but consumers suffer two types of damage. The first is the
visible loss due to higher prices (damnum emergens): each unit of good i which was
purchased involved an overcharge damage of ∆pi = pCi − pBi . Here, overcharges are
∆p = (37.5; 36.1; 12.2) per unit, resulting in product-specific total overcharge damages
of D = qC · ∆p = (824.8; 2059.1; 853.7).
Further harm relates to deadweight losses: customers who would have made
(additional) purchases, and thus would have enjoyed surplus had prices only been pB ,
failed to do so. This is acknowledged as lucrum cessans in the legal literature but we
are unaware of cases in which compensation for it has successfully been claimed. We
will disregard those damages in what follows.6
Suppose now that a customer k who purchased xk1 = 10 units from firm 1 at pC1 , and
nothing else, sues. The customer may take firm 2 to court because the plaintiff is free
to choose; perhaps k perceives the best odds for enforcing his claim against the profit
champion. Let k be granted compensation for his overcharges Ok = 375. Firm 2 must
then pay out Ok but is entitled to reclaim some of this from firms 1 and 3.
The customer would have been less harmed had any one or two firms refused to
participate in the cartel. Presuming equal roles in the cartel’s practical operations, a
5

We will assume equal roles in organizing the cartel for most part however. If a firm was the chief
instigator or leader of the cartel, an elevated responsibility can be accommodated in analogy to the
special treatment of immunity recipients. See Section 8.
6
See the European Commission’s Staff Working Document 205, 2013, on conceptual and practical
difficulties in quantifying damages, and Basso and Ross (2010) on using price overcharges as a proxy for
purchasers’ harm. In the example here, about three quarters of total losses to customers are overcharges;
one quarter derive from quantity effects.
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default suggestion would be to divide Ok simply on an equal per head basis, i.e., to
multiply Ok by ρ0 = (33.3%; 33.3%; 33.3%).
Firm 3 would be right to reject this: its participation did not have the same effect on
price p1 as participation of firms 1 and 2. The latter are closer competitors; their anticompetitive conduct had a bigger effect on 1’s customers, and hence greater part of k’s
damage is linked to misconduct by these firms. A division by cartel revenue shares,
ρ1 = (18.9%; 46.0%; 35.1%) does not reflect this either, nor does one by cartel sales
ρ2 = (14.8%; 38.3%; 47.0%). They would assign firm 1 smaller responsibility than 2 and
3, even though 1’s participation affected p1 more than that by firm 3. The same issue
applies to allocations based on ρ3 = (29.7%; 39.1%; 31.2%) or ρ4 = (26.7%; 38.4%; 35.1%)
which are analogous market share figures in the competitive pricing regime. Certainly
the firms’ cartel or competitive profit shares ρ5 = (16.3%; 46.2%; 37.6%) and ρ6 =
(18.7%; 38.3%; 43.0%) are not the right benchmark either; they would further raise 3’s
contribution relative to ρ0 rather than lower it.
Normalization of the firms’ relative profit increases of ∆Π = (33.2%; 84.0%;
33.8%) compared to the competitive regime would yield relative ‘cartel benefit
shares’ of ρ6 = (22.0%; 55.6%; 22.4%). However, positive fixed costs would imply
different shares – for instance, fixed costs of K = (300, 100, 500) would yield ρ̂6 =
(27.5%, 48.1%, 24.4%) – even though market outcomes and arguably responsibilities
for damages are unchanged. More generally, profits-based responsibility ascription is
flawed because benefiting from someone’s harm is conceptually distinct from causing
it. An unwitting cartel outsider may have been the one to profit the most from
increased prices (as an inadvertent free-rider). Such an outsider is generally not
ascribed any responsibility for harm nor obliged to compensate anyone.

3.

The Shapley value as a tool for allocating damages

Adopting heuristics ρ0 , ρ1 , ρ2 , etc. or more sophisticated ones is purely ad hoc. See
corresponding criticism by the US Supreme Court in Texas Industries, Inc. v. Radcliff
Materials, Inc., 451 U.S. 630, 1981. We will instead take a systematic approach and
review several properties that a rule for allocating damages in line with relative
responsibilities ideally should satisfy. It turns out that all are verified by the Shapley
value; while any other sharing suggestion would violate at least one desideratum.
3.1.

Notation and setup

In order to formalize sensitivity to individual responsibility and other desirable
properties of a damage allocation rule, we adopt some terminology from the theory
of TU games. The latter describe situations in which transferable utility (TU), such as a
surplus or cost, is to be divided among players from a given set N = {1, . . . , n}. In our
6

context, the players are the firms involved and N is the detected cartel. Of course, the
relevant market may also comprise firms j < N which did not partake in the cartel.
However, they are not required to contribute to compensations. So only members of
cartel N play a role for us.7
For every subset or coalition S ⊆ N of players who might cooperate with one
another in a TU game, a real number v(S) captures the positive or negative worth
which cooperation by S creates and which may be shared arbitrarily. In our context,
v(S) describes damage inflicted on a given customer or the overcharge on one unit of
a given good.
Individual economic responsibilities of the cartelists are driven by the fact that
overcharges would have differed from the observed damage v(N) if players’ conducts
had differed, i.e., if some firms had not joined N. A given firm’s role in bringing about
a customer’s harm generates the obligation to contribute to its remedy. Naturally,
v(S) = 0 if the set S of collaborators is either empty (S = ∅) or comprises but a single
firm, i.e., if #S = 1. For other coalitions S ⊂ N, an estimate v(S) is needed to describe
the damage which would have accrued if only firms i ∈ S had coordinated their
actions, while firms j ∈ N r S had maximized their respective profits in a competitive
fashion. We here take no stance on how sophisticated the estimates v(S) ought to be in
practice. For instance, the analysis of a hypothetical scenario with a sub-cartel S , N
may consider the question of whether S satisfies suitable stability conditions, and put
v(S) = 0 if not. The computations below will keep things simple in this direction.
Directive 2014/104/EU highlights the role of counterfactual scenarios: “. . . quantifying harm means assessing how the market in question would have evolved had there been no
infringement. This assessment implies a comparison with a situation which is by definition
hypothetical . . . ” (recital 46). Defining v(S) for every set S ⊆ N and not just for
S ∈ {∅, N} extends this logic from “quantifying harm” to quantifying contributions to
harm. Comparisons of the factual situation to intermediate counterfactuals in which
some, but not all firms adhered to antitrust rules is key to disentangling differential
individual effects. Each number v(S) with S ⊆ N r {i} reflects a scenario for how the
market might have evolved if there had been no infringement by firm i. That firm
j , i would then have joined the cartel anyhow (j ∈ S) or that under the changed
circumstances it would have stayed legal too (j < S) is both plausible, though not
necessarily equiprobable. In principle, all partial cartels S ⊆ N r {i} are relevant in
assessing i’s contribution to the situation which called for compensation, hence i’s
relative responsibility.8
7

Customers of firm j < N can take an arbitrary cartelist i ∈ N to court and establish that they
suffered from so-called umbrella effects (see Bos and Harrington 2010 and Inderst et al. 2014). The
analysis extends straightforwardly to them.
8
As we hypothesize about consequences of a refusal by i to join in, it is also conceivable that several
partial cartels might have formed. This could be captured by considering a mapping V from the set
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3.2.

Desirable properties of responsibility-based allocations

With damages in the factual cartel scenario and the related counterfactuals described
by (N, v), a general damage allocation rule corresponds to a mapping Φ from any
conceivable cartel damage problem (N, v) to a vector Φ(N, v) ∈ Rn . Such a mapping
is referred to as a value for general TU games.9 The i-th component Φi (N, v) denotes
the part of the compensation for damages v(N) which cartel member i ∈ N must
contribute.
That an allocation rule reflects relative responsibilities can be translated into several
formal properties of a value Φ. The first one is as follows. Suppose that participation
or not of a particular firm i would never have made a difference to the damage in
question, i.e., v(S) is always unaffected by removing player i if i ∈ S or, equivalently,
by adding player i if i < S. Damage v(S) thus is independent of i’s conduct and the
conditions are not met for i being ‘responsible’ under the term’s usual conception
(see fn. 4). Hence, no responsibility-based obligations to contribute follow. More
technically speaking, a player i for whom v(S) = v(S r {i}) for every S ⊆ N is known as
a null player. The first requirement for Φ to be based on relative responsibility then is
the so-called null player property:
Φi (N, v) = 0 whenever i is a null player in (N, v).

(NUL)

Presumably, the supply and demand structure in real markets is hardly compatible
with a convicted cartel member being a null player. Still it is a valid thought
experiment, and helps to formalize that responsibility requires causal links. The
null player property also ensures some robustness to misspecification of the relevant
market. A large cartel may have caused damage in several regions with independent
costs and demand. If a firm is accidentally included as a ‘player’ in a market where it
did not play a role, it will not need to contribute there if (NUL) is satisfied.
As i’s responsibility derives from the causal link between its cartel membership and
the accrued damages, another straightforward requirement is that i’s damage share
Φi (N, v) should be determined by this link – and this link alone. So, presuming that
v correctly describes the factual damages that are to be shared as well as the relevant
counterfactuals, Φi (N, v) shall be a function only of the differences v(S) − v(S r {i}) that i
S
of all partitions P = {P1 , . . . , Pr } of set N (satisfying l Pl = N and Pl ∩ Pk = ∅ for any l, k ∈ {1, . . . , r})
to estimated damages V(P) instead of v(S). This is left for future research. It is not clear to us if
courts would find hypothetical situations admissible in which firms offend antitrust law in a different,
strategically more complex way than was factually observed (cf. Ray and Vohra 1999).
9
The respective mapping v : 2N → R is known as the characteristic function of the TU game (N, v).
The main restriction imposed by the cartel context is v({i}) = 0 for all i ∈ N. Provided a higher price of
i’s product is associated with a non-negative externality on profits of j , i, function v is monotonic but
typically not superadditive nor convex. (N, v)’s core is empty, e.g., if v(S) ≈ v(N) for big S ⊂ N.
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makes to S ⊆ N. These differences are also called i’s marginal contributions in (N, v). The
corresponding formal property of marginality, introduced by Young (1985), demands
that i’s shares in two allocation problems (N, v) and (N, v0 ) ought to coincide whenever
i’s marginal contributions do:10
Φi (N, v) = Φi (N, v0 ) whenever v(S) − v(S r {i}) = v0 (S) − v0 (S r {i}) holds for all S ⊆ N.
(MRG)
Marginality does not pin down how Φi (N, v) should depend on the differences that i
makes to various coalition S. For instance, imposing (MRG) does not imply (NUL). The
properties formalize different aspects of requiring Φ to reflect firms’ responsibilities.
A third such property refers to situations in which the roles of two firms i and j in
determining damages v(S) are perfectly symmetric to another. Formally, players i and
j are called symmetric if v(S ∪ {i}) = v(S ∪ { j}) for every coalition S ⊆ N r {i, j}. When
adding i to a sub-cartel S has the same damage implications as adding j whenever S
previously contained neither,11 their responsibilities are the same. So Φ should also
satisfy symmetry:
Φi (N, v) = Φ j (N, v) whenever i and j are symmetric in (N, v).

(SYM)

Irrespective of whether a damage allocation reflects responsibility of the involved
players or alternative normative criteria, it is desirable that individual contributions
of all firms i ∈ N add up to v(N). In the context of TU games, this condition is referred
to as efficiency of a value:12
X
Φi (N, v) = v(N).
(EFF)
i∈N

Another natural requirement is scale invariance: the factual distribution of damages
should not depend on whether they are expressed in US dollars, euro, or any other
unit of account. Multiplying all values v(S) by some exchange rate λ > 0 should
merely re-scale firms’ contributions by the same factor, i.e., Φ(N, λ · v) = λ · Φ(N, v).
Finally, if the same cartel N caused damages to suing customers in two or more
markets – reflected by a characteristic function v1 for market 1, by v2 for market 2,
10

Note that criminal sanctions follow different principles than civil law obligations to victims or cooffenders. We are concerned only with the latter. The former seek to punish and deter; they may well
differ for (N, v) and (N, v0 ) even if damages and individual contributions are identical. Repeat offenses,
legal severity of the violations, possible obstruction of the investigation, etc. play a role there. See, e.g.,
Ginsburg and Wright’s (2010) overview on fines and prison terms or the European Commission (2011).
11
As pointed out with the Salop example in Section 2, two firms need not be symmetric players in
relation to a specific damage v(N) even though they have symmetric roles in the market at large.
12
Combining symmetry and efficiency in 2-player games ({1, 2}, v) with v({1}) = v({2}) implies
Φ1 ({1, 2}, v) = Φ2 ({1, 2}, v) = 12 v({1, 2}). A value Φ that satisfies a mild generalization of this has been
called standard by Hart and Mas-Colell (1989). They showed that a standard value Φ coincides with the
Shapley value iff it satisfies a suitable consistency condition regarding sequential divisions of v(N).
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etc. – then the total damage contribution of firm i ∈ N should not depend on whether
the allocation rule is applied to damages vl in one market l at a time, or in one go to
the total v = v1 + v2 + . . . (Different ‘markets’ could here refer to different plaintiffs or
subsidiaries of the same plaintiff, to different products in the cartel’s portfolio, or –
below – distinct quantities of the same product.) This additivity requirement combines
with scale invariance to the linearity condition:
Φ(N, λ · v + λ0 · v0 ) = λ · Φ(N, v) + λ0 · Φ(N, v0 )

(LIN)

for any scalars λ, λ0 ∈ R and any characteristic functions v, v0 .13
3.3.

Shapley value

The above desiderata are more than is needed in order to conclude that the adopted
damage allocation rule Φ should have a particular form.
Theorem 1. (Shapley-Young) The following statements about a damage allocation rule
Φ : (N, v) 7→ Rn are equivalent:
(I) Φ satisfies (NUL), (SYM), (EFF) and (LIN).
(II) Φ satisfies (MRG), (SYM) and (EFF).
(III)
Φi (N, v) = ϕi (N, v) :=

X (s − 1)!(n − s)! h
i
· v(S) − v(S r {i})
n!
S⊆N

(1)

where s = #S denotes the cardinality of coalition S.
Equivalence of (I) and (III) was established by Shapley (1953a); equivalence of (II) and
(III) by Young (1985).14 ϕ(N, v) is called the Shapley value of (N, v).
As illustration re-consider the overcharge damage which accrued to the exemplary
purchaser of 10 units of good 1 in Section 2. If we want to allocate this to the three firms
in line with the listed requirements, we need to check their marginal contributions to
Additivity applies also to different types of damages described by v and v0 . (LIN) hence ensures that
it would be possible to deal with overcharge damages and additional harm induced by deadweight
losses separately or jointly, without affecting the total allocation. See Moulin (2002) for a general
discussion of linearity in cost and surplus sharing.
14
See, e.g., Maschler et al. (2013, ch. 18) for an excellent exhibition. Applicability of Shapley’s and
Young’s results to our setting rests on the observation that we can conceive of any TU game (N, v) as
a damage allocation problem and vice versa. To see this, consider cartels in which firms i ∈ T ⊆ N
produce perfect substitutes with competitive price p∗ = 0 and cartel price pC = 1 while firms j < T
operate in distinct independent markets. Damages then are v(S) = uT (S) where uT (S) = 1 ifn T ⊆ S oand
0 otherwise. (N, uT ) is the so-called carrier game over T and the collection of carrier games (N, uT )
T⊆N
forms a basis of the vector space of all TU games (N, v). In other words, one can obtain any (N, v) by
re-scaling and adding damages in markets with perfect substitutes.
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S
∅, {1}, {2}, {3}
{1, 2}
{1, 3}
{2, 3}
{1, 2, 3}

v(S)
0
28.20
1.67
0.73
37.49

v(S) − v(S r {1})
0
28.20
1.67
0
36.76

v(S) − v(S r {2})
0
28.20
0
0.73
35.82

v(S) − v(S r {3})
0
0
1.67
0.73
9.29

Table 1: Marginal contributions to ∆p1 for Section 2’s example
overcharge ∆p1 and weight them according to eq. (1). Table 1 collects the damages for
all conceivable cartel scenarios S implied by the indicated market model, and lists the
respective differences that participation by a given firm makes. The numbers confirm
that cooperation by firm 1 and 2 is the main driver of overcharges on product 1. Firm 3’s
participation has an effect, too; but mainly when 1 and 2 are already collaborating. So,
as economic intuition in Section 2 had it, firm 3’s responsibility for k’s damage is small.
Those of firms 1 and 2 are similar to another, with a slightly bigger average contribution
for 1. Aggregating the figures according to eq. (1) yields ϕ(N, v) = (17.2; 16.8; 3.5); that
is, overcharges to the considered customer of product 1 are to be shared proportionally
to ρ∗ = (46.0%; 44.7%; 9.3%).
Similar computations yield allocations of compensation owed to customers of
firms 2 and 3. Conveniently, linearity of the Shapley value permits to focus on the
damage associated with a single unit of the respective good i. Obligations of the three
firms for compensating a plaintiff with purchases of x = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) then follow from
the matrix multiplication


ϕ(N, v1 )


(x1 , x2 , x3 ) · ϕ(N, v2 )


ϕ(N, v3 )
where characteristic function vi reflects the overcharge on a single unit of good i. For the
example at hand and the considered customer, suggestions ρ0 = (33.3%, 33.3%, 33.3%),
ρ1 = (18.9%, 46.0%, 35.1%), etc. from Section 2 are all quite far off. Competitive revenue
shares ρ3 = (29.7%, 39.1%, 31.2%) have smallest k · k1 -distance to ρ∗ . We investigate in
Section 7 whether this is a fluke or not.

4.

A new decomposition

Shapley’s formula for ϕ in eq. (1) may look unwieldy at first sight. The weight
(s − 1)!(n − s)!/n! on i’s marginal contribution to a given coalition S first and foremost
follows from the listed desiderata. Still, it can be interpreted in meaningful ways. The
most prominent one, suggested by Shapley (1953a), is to think of these weights as
reflecting a uniform probability distribution over all orderings of the players. These
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orderings can be viewed as arising in a sequential process of coalition formation
starting from the empty set. Stipulating equal probability of each sequence presumes
homogeneity of the players regarding the moral choice to stay legal or not, despite
possible heterogeneity of the economic effects that are linked to these choices.
Insights into how a firm i’s damage share ϕi comes about can also be obtained from
writing Shapley’s formula in different ways, which are not necessarily more elegant
or concise. Kleinberg and Weiss (1985) have shown that the single summation of
marginal contributions in eq. (1) can be decomposed to
!−1
n−1
Xh
X
v(N)
1 X
n i
−1
+
τ(k)
v(S) −
v(R)
(2)
ϕi (N, v) =
n
n − 1 s=1
s
#R=s
S3i
#S=s
|
{z
}
=:B(s)


where τ(k) := n−2
. That is, we can also conceive of the Shapley damage allocation as
s−1
follows: all firms start out with equal shares; these are then corrected for asymmetric
damages caused by this or that firm behaving cooperatively. Firm i has to bear a
higher share of the compensation than v(N)/n if its membership of a cartel coalition S
goes with damage above average, i.e., v(S) − B(s) > 0, as we consider all conceivable
coalition sizes s and coalitions S.
Rothblum (1988) has established another way of highlighting different-fromaverage effects as the determinant of the Shapley value. He suggested to re-write
eq. (1) as
!−1
!−1
n
i
n−1 X
1 X n−1 Xh
v(S) −
v(R)
ϕi (N, v) =
n s=1 s − 1
s
S3i
R=i
#S=s

(3)

#R=s

|

{z

}

=:Ci (s)

where Ci (n) is set to zero. So each firm i should pay the average incremental damage
v(S) − Ci (s) caused by i being a member of a coalition S with given size s instead of not
being part when the size is s. While the decomposition in eq. (2) compares coalitions
which include i to all coalitions of the same size s, eq. (3) just compares those which
include i to those which exclude i.
A third and it seems yet unacknowledged decomposition of the Shapley value
combines the perspectives of Kleinberg and Weiss (1985) and Rothblum (1988). One
can start with equal shares, as in eq. (2), and then correct this by considering the
average size-specific damage changes which stem from i’s participation, just like in
eq. (3). Specifically, the average damage v̄i (s) caused by coalitions of size s which
include firm i and the average damage v̄i (s) caused by coalitions of size s which exclude
firm i simply need to be added up and scaled by 1/n:
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An equivalent way of expressing the Shapley of a TU game (N, v) is

Proposition 1.

n−1
i
v(N) 1 X h i
v̄ (s) − v̄i (s)
ϕi (N, v) =
+
n
n s=1

where
n−1
v̄ (s) :=
s−1
i

!−1 X
S3i
#S=s

(4)

!−1
n−1 X
v(R).
v(S) and v̄ (s) :=
s
R=i

i

(5)

#R=s

Proof. Starting from Rothblum’s decomposition in eq. (3) we have
!−1
!−1
!−1
n
n
X
X
n−1 X
n−1 X n−1 X
n · ϕi (v) =
v(S) −
v(R)
s
−
1
s
−
1
s
s=1
s=1
S3i
S3i
R=i
#S=s

=

n
X
s=1

=

n "
X
s=1

#S=s

#R=s

!−1
!−1
!
!−1
n
X
n−1 X
n−1
n−1 n−1 X
v(S) −
·
·
v(R)
s−1
s
−
1
s
−
1
s
s=1
S3i
R=i
#S=s

n−1
s−1

!−1 X

#R=s

v(S) −

S3i
#S=s

n−1
s

!−1 X

#
v(R)

R=i
#R=s

!−1
!−1
#
n−1 "
X
n−1 X
n−1 X
v(S) −
v(R) .
= v(N) +
s
−
1
s
s=1
S3i
R=i
#S=s

(6)

#R=s


Many more ways of writing the Shapley value trivially result from conducting
arbitrary term re-arrangements. The merit of those in eqs. (2)–(4) or ones which
consider player orderings lies in providing a useful perspective on ϕi . A specific
advantage of decomposition (4) is that we will be able to sign [v̄i (s) − v̄i (s)] below.
Because any degenerate ‘cartel’ of size s = 1 leaves prices constant, overcharge
damages are v̄i (1) = v̄i (1) = 0 for each i ∈ N. From Theorem 1 we can hence conclude:
Theorem 2.

We must use the damage allocation rule
n−1
i
v(N) 1 X h i
Φi (N, v) = ϕi (N, v) =
+
v̄ (s) − v̄i (s)
n
n s=2

(7)

if and only if Φ is to have properties (EFF), (LIN), (SYM), (NUL) and (MRG).
Equation (7) provides a succinct way of allocating an overcharge damage to cartel
members according to their relative responsibilities for it: Start out applying equal
shares per head to the applicable compensation payment v(N). Then correct this for
asymmetric individual effects on the overcharge in question. The correction term for
13

firm i is proportional to the difference between average damages which are associated with
partial cartels including i and excluding i as we imagine that respectively 1, 2, . . . , n − 2
cartel members had refused to take part in the infringement.

5.

Damage allocations in benchmark cases

Let us investigate the implications of Theorem 2 for some focal cases. We start with
symmetric situations and then turn to specific asymmetric ones where damages are
dichotomous. The latter situations may at first seem a bit artificial but can serve as
useful approximations of many others.
5.1.

Perfect substitutes

If all members of a cartel S and potential outsiders j ∈ N r S produce perfect substitutes,
customers will pay the same price p(S) independently of their specific vendor. The
applicable overcharge relative to the competitive benchmark p∗ = p(∅) is v(S) = p(S) −
p∗ . This depends only on the cardinality s = #S if we assume that firms operate with
identical technology and focus on symmetric equilibria. Each firm’s participation then
contributes symmetrically to damage.
In standard Cournot settings, the overcharge rises when more firms cooperate, i.e.,
v(S) is strictly increasing in s for s > 1. If firms compete à la Bertrand with constant
returns, v(S) = 0 for all s < n. But no matter how damages precisely vary in s,
symmetry of all firms as players in (N, v) implies an equal per head allocation:
Proposition 2. If all cartel members i ∈ N produce perfect substitutes with identical
technology then ϕi (N, v) = v(N)/n.
This follows from the fact that ϕ satisfies (SYM). Note that the latter is directly visible
in decomposition (7) – since symmetry implies v̄i (s) = v̄i (s) – but not so transparent in
the standard formula for ϕ in eq. (1).
5.2.

Symmetric differentiated substitutes

Things change if goods are differentiated. Customers pay a firm-specific price pi = pi (S)
for purchases from i when cartel S is formed and this generally depends on the
composition of S rather than just its size. We will consider a particularly well-behaved
environment with n ≥ 3 firms15 which highlights that even strong symmetry in the
market can go with asymmetric individual responsibilities for damage.
One trivially obtains ϕ(N, v) = (v(N), v(N))/2 if N = {1, 2} because v({1}) = v({2}) = 0. Participants
in 2-firm cartels are to share damages equally even if they are asymmetric in size or costs: refusal to join
by either would have maintained competition and have avoided all overcharges relative to duopoly.
15
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Let the profits Πi of every firm i ∈ N be a smooth, strictly concave function of a
profile y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) of ‘actions’ of all firms with ∂Πi /∂yi y=0 > 0. These actions could
be price choices, production levels, choices on the geographic radius of operation,
etc. We presume that the associated prices p = (p1 , . . . , pn ) are smooth functions of y,
too, and if ∂pi /∂yi is positive (negative) then the same should go for the sign of the
externality ∂Π j /∂yi that firms exert on each other.16 Specifically, we think of goods as
differentiated substitutes and require
∂Π j ∂pi
·
> 0 for all i , j ∈ N
∂yi ∂yi

(8)

for the relevant range of actions. For instance, if firm i’s output choice yi negatively
affects its own price pi , we assume it also has a negative effect on any competitor’s
profits Π j . If i’s action is its price, i.e., pi (y) ≡ yi , then Π j increases in yi .
P
A coalition S , ∅ chooses (yi )i∈S to maximize ΠS (y) = i∈S Πi (y) for given actions
y−S = (y j ) j<S of outsiders. If S is a singleton, this corresponds to individual profit
maximization by all, implying the competitive benchmark prices p∗1 , . . . , p∗n . We assume
that a unique, interior profit maximizer exists for each non-empty S ⊆ N. So, for any
fixed cartel S, reaction functions RS (y−S ) and (R j (y−j )) j<S are well-defined by the firstorder conditions
dΠi ∂Πi
=
= 0 if i < S,
dyi
∂yi
dΠS X ∂Π j
=
= 0 if i ∈ S.
dyi
∂yi
j∈S

(9)
(10)

We further specialize this to strongly symmetric situations in which profits Πi and
prices pi depend identically on i’s own action yi for each i ∈ N and identically also on
any respective action y j by a firm j , i. Formally, for each i , j and every permutation
% : N → N with %(i) = j and %( j) = i
pi (y1 , . . . , yn ) ≡ p j (y%(1) , . . . , y%(n) ) and Πi (y1 , . . . , yn ) ≡ Π j (y%(1) , . . . , y%(n) ).

(11)

One can, e.g., think of equal measures of customers with a favorite product i to whom
all varieties j , i are identically imperfect substitutes. This assumes greater symmetry
than the Salop model.17 In particular, cross effects on prices and profits are identical
for all firms. The first-order condition (10) for a cartel member i ∈ S then simplifies to
∂Π j
dΠS ∂Πi
=
+ (s − 1)
= 0.
dyi
∂yi
∂yi
16
17

(12)

Without an externality, competitive and cartel behavior would not differ and no harm arise.
There, some permutation % with %(i) = j and %( j) = i satisfies (11), not every such permutation.
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The only asymmetry is that i’s own actions may affect pi and Πi differently from
the actions of j , i. We will suppose own actions have bigger effects and therefore
∂pi
∂pi
>
.
∂yi
∂y j

(13)

The inequality is trivially satisfied for price competition. Otherwise it formalizes that
inverse demand responds more to changes of the quantity, delivery range, etc. of the
product in question than that of others.
We assume that for any fixed cartel S, the simultaneous best-response behavior by
it and any outsiders j ∈ N r S determine a unique type-symmetric Nash equilibrium
profile y∗ (S) = (y∗1 (S), . . . , y∗n (S)) where y∗i (S) ≡ yC (S) if i ∈ S, and y∗i (S) ≡ yO (S) if i < S.
We will drop the argument S below when the reference is clear. Sufficient conditions
for such an equilibrium to exist can be found in Section 6.
The first-order conditions (9) and (12) cannot be simultaneously satisfied for s > 1
C
if y = yO : ∂Π j /∂yi , 0 implies either yC > yO or yC < yO in equilibrium. The former
holds if the externality is positive, the latter if it is negative.
For specificity, suppose quantity competition with a negative externality ∂Π j /∂yi <
0 and ∂pi /∂yi < 0 for a moment. The key observation then will be that yC < yO translates
into higher prices for the goods sold by cartel members. This implies that for a cartel
S of a fixed size s, firm i’s prices – and hence its customers’ damages – depend on
whether i is an element of S or not. In particular, if v describes the damages of a
customer of good i then v̄i (s) > v̄i (s).
To see this formally, let S = {1, . . . , s} w.l.o.g. and consider the straight line L which
connects profile ŷ = (yO , yC , . . . , yC , yO , . . . , yO , yC ) to ŷˆ = (yC , yC , . . . , yC , yO , . . . , yO , yO )
in the space of output choices. L can be parameterized by
r(t) = (yO − t, yC , . . . , yC , yO , . . . , yO , yC + t)
|
{z
} |
{z
}
s terms

(14)

n−s terms

with t ∈ [0, yO − yC ], i.e., we simultaneously decrease firm 1’s action and increase
n’s action
by identical amounts as we move along L. The gradient ∇pn =

firm
∂pn
∂pn
, . . . , ∂yn of function pn can be used in order to evaluate the price change caused by
∂y1
ˆ In particular, the gradient theorem for line integrals (see, e.g.,
switching from ŷ to ŷ.
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Protter and Morrey 1991, Thm. 16.15) yields
Z

yO −yC

Z

ˆ − pn ( ŷ) =
pn ( ŷ)

∇pn dr =
L

∇pn (r(t)) · r0 (t) dt

yO −yC



∂pn 
· − 1, 0, . . . , 0, 1 dt
∂y1
∂yn y=r(t)
0
"
#
Z yO −yC
∂pn (r(t)) ∂pn (r(t))
=
−
dt < 0.
∂yn
∂y1
0
Z

=

(15)

0

 ∂pn

,...,

(16)
(17)

The inequality follows from own actions having bigger effects than a competitor’s
∂p
∂p
actions: (13) entails ∂ynn < ∂yn1 when ∂pn /∂yn < 0. The strong symmetry of the
considered setting (see condition (11)) then implies
p1 (s) := p1 (yC , yC , . . . ,yC , yO , . . . , yO , yO ) = pn (yO , yC , . . . , yC , yO , . . . , yO , yC )
(18)
C
C
C
O
O
O
n

ˆ = pn (y , y , . . . , y , y , . . . , y , y ) := p (s).
= pn ( ŷ) > pn ( ŷ)
That is, the price p1 (s) of good 1 when its producer is one of s symmetric cartel members
exceeds the price pn (s) of good n when firm n is not part of a cartel with s members.
By symmetry, we have p1 (s) = pn (s) and p1 (s) = pn (s). So we can conclude p1 (s) >
p1 (s) from (18) for 1 < s < n.18 The same applies to any other firm, too – for instance,
the plaintiff’s ‘home’ firm h ∈ N from which its disputed purchases were made:
ph (s) > ph (s) for any s = 2, . . . , n − 1.

(19)

The average per-unit damage to h’s customer in scenarios where h behaves anticompetitively is
v̄h (s) = ph (s) − p∗h
(20)
where p∗h is h’s price in the competitive benchmark (identical across firms). The price
of firm h does not depend on the specific s − 1 firms with which h colludes, and
neither does the damage. Analogously, the per-unit damage when firm h behaves
competitively but s others collude is
v̄h (s) = ph (s) − p∗h .

(21)

v̄h (s) − v̄h (s) = ph (s) − ph (s) > 0 for any s = 2, . . . , n − 1.

(22)

Inequality (19) then yields

So all summands in the Shapley value’s correction term of Theorem 2 are positive.
18

Recall that there is no well-defined partial cartel for s = 1 or n.
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It follows that the ‘home’ firm’s share in compensating overcharges on its own sales
must strictly exceed 1/n; that of others must consequently be less than 1/n.
This extends to other interpretations of variables y1 , . . . , yn , notably price competition: inequalities (19) and hence (22) also follow when positive externalities
∂Π j /∂yi > 0 and ∂pi /∂yi > 0 are concerned. The cartel members choose yC (S) > yO (S)
for any fixed S; the reversed orientation as we integrate from t = 0 to yO − yC < 0 in (17)
and the reversed sign of integrand ∂pn /∂yn − ∂pn /∂y1 cancel. In summary, we have:
Proposition 3. Let n ≥ 3 firms be strongly symmetric in the sense of (11) and let
assumptions (8) and (13) be satisfied by smooth own and cross-effects of firms’ actions. If
v reflects damages to a customer of firm h ∈ N, then



>
ϕi (N, v) 

<

v(N)
n
v(N)
n

if i = h,
if i , h.

(23)

Simple rules of thumb like distributing damages on a per-head basis or according to
market shares, profits, etc. will allocate exactly 1/n-th of compensation payments to all
producers if they are symmetric. Proposition 3 shows that this generally clashes with
a responsibility-based allocation. Only if identical numbers of customers of all firms
act against the cartel, each h ∈ N is the ‘home’ producer equally often and asymmetric
responsibilities for overcharges ∆ph perfectly net out. Otherwise, responsibility of
vendor h is underestimated and that of its collaborators j , h overestimated.
5.3.

Dichotomous damage scenarios

To get a feel for the Shapley allocation of overcharges between asymmetric firms,
consider damages with a dichotomous nature. That is, let the applicable overcharge
either be 0 or have a fixed positive level which we normalize to 1. One can think
of such situations as approximations of ones in which there is a first-order difference
between ‘small’ and ‘big’ damages, with minor differences within each category.
For instance, exact damages v(S) = 1.67 and 0.74 for coalitions {1, 3} and {2, 3} in
Section 2’s example are small compared to the damage values of 28.20 and 37.49 for
coalitions {1, 2} and {1, 2, 3} (see Table 1 on p. 11). Dividing by v(N) yields normalized
values of 0.04, 0.02, 0.75 and 1.00, respectively. A corresponding binary approximation
of v by ṽ with



1 if {1, 2} ⊆ S,
ṽ(S) = 
(24)

0 otherwise
is not far off. It could in practice be derived from a qualitative assessment which finds
firms 1 and 2 competing a lot more closely with each other than firm 3 – without full
estimates of cost and demand functions. The corresponding Shapley value ϕ(N, ṽ) =
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(50%; 50%; 0) is pretty close to the Shapley vector ρ∗ = (46.0%; 44.7%; 9.3%) computed
for (N, v) in Section 3.3. It is much closer than Section 2’s heuristic suggestions ρ0 , ρ1 , . . .
derived from market or profit shares.
More generally, consider the allocation of overcharge damages described by (N, v)
with v(S) ∈ {0, 1}. The monotonicity condition S ⊆ T ⇒ v(T) ≥ v(S) and the restrictions
v(∅) = 0 and v(N) = 1 define a (monotonic) simple game (N, v) in cooperative game
theory. Such games have been studied extensively (see, e.g., Taylor and Zwicker 1999)
and often arise in the context of voting and election rules. Hence a coalition S such
that v(S) = 1 is typically referred to as winning and one with v(S) = 0 as losing. In our
application, a winning coalition S ⊆ N corresponds to a (partial) cartel which could
profitably impose a big overcharge.
The assumption that if a given partial cartel S can ‘win’, so does a larger cartel
T which contains S, could be restrictive in very specific setups19 but generally is
innocuous. It allows to fully define the mapping v by the list M(v) = {S ⊆ N : v(S) =
1 and T ⊂ S ⇒ v(T) = 0} of minimal winning coalitions (MWC). Any coalition S ∈ M(v)
and all its supersets cause damage; collaboration by a strict subset of S does not.
As illustration, consider a market with N = {A, B, C, D} where collaboration by
firm A with at least one other firm implies a unit damage. The corresponding set of
MWC is
M(v) = {AB, AC, AD}.
Here we write AB as shorthand for {A, B}, etc. Firm A’s participation is essential
for overcharges; non-participation by up to two other cartelists would not noticeably
change things. Many people’s intuition is probably that the singular importance of
A – with a veto position – entails greater responsibility for compensating victims. But
how much greater? Operationalizing responsibility in a systematic way yields the
answer. Presuming one deems the properties discussed in Section 3 desirable, the
allocation should be

ϕ(N, v) = 75%, 8.3̄%, 8.3̄%, 8.3̄% .
One can easily generalize the idea of dichotomous approximation to bigger
scenarios. With one large firm A and n − 1 small ones such that a unit damage
accrues if and only if A and at least one more firm cooperate,20 one obtains v̄A (s) = 1
19

Think of some cartel members producing complements rather than substitutes, which generates
non-monotonicities. Such cases seem rare but possible (e.g., the 1992–2004 bathroom fittings cartel).
20
A related scenario would have all pairs {A, i} ⊆ S with i , A cause incremental unit damages,
independently of each other. The corresponding mapping v with v(S) = s − 1 if A ∈ S and v(S) = 0
otherwise, assumes more than two values and is no simple game. Still, it is not hard to conclude from
1
v̄A (s) = s − 1 and v̄A (s) = 0 that ϕA (N, v) = 12 v(N) and ϕi (N, v) = 2(n−1)
v(N) for i , A.
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ϕ(N, v)

M(v)

ϕ(N, v)

M(v)

1. AB

(50%, 50%, 0%, 0%)

11. AB, ACD, BCD

(33.3̄%, 33.3̄%, 16.6̄%, 16.6̄%)

2. AB, AC

(66.6̄%, 16.6̄%, 16.6̄%, 0%)

12. AB, AC, AD, BC, BD

(33.3̄%, 33.3̄%, 16.6̄%, 16.6̄%)

3. AB, AC, BC

(33.3̄%, 33.3̄%, 33.3̄%, 0%)

13. AB, BC, CD

(16.6̄%, 33.3̄%, 33.3̄%, 16.6̄%)

4. ABC

(33.3̄%, 33.3̄%, 33.3̄%, 0%)

14. AB, AC, AD, BC

(41.6̄%, 25.0%, 25.0%, 8.3̄%)

5. ABC, ABD

(41.6̄%, 41.6̄%, 8.3̄%, 8.3̄%)

15. ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD

(25%, 25%, 25%, 25%)

6. ABCD

(25%, 25%, 25%, 25%)

16. AB, AC, AD, BCD

(50%, 16.6̄%, 16.6̄%, 16.6̄%)

7. AB, AC, BCD

(41.6̄%, 25.0%, 25.0%, 8.3̄%)

17. AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CD

(25%, 25%, 25%, 25%)

8. AB, AC, AD

(75.0%, 8.3̄%, 8.3̄%, 8.3̄%)

18. AC, AD, BC, BD

(25%, 25%, 25%, 25%)

9. AB, CD

(25%, 25%, 25%, 25%)

19. ABC, ABD, ACD

(50%, 16.6̄%, 16.6̄%, 16.6̄%)

10. AB, ACD

(58.3̄%, 25%, 8.3̄%, 8.3̄%)

continued for n = 5 in Appendix A

Table 2: Shapley allocations for all dichotomous damage scenarios with n ≤ 4 firms
and v̄A (s) = 0 for all 1 < s < n. Proposition 1 then directly implies
n−1

1 1X
1
n−1
ϕA (N, v) = +
and ϕi (N, v) =
for i , A.
(1 − 0) =
n n s=2
n
n(n − 1)

(25)

For small cartels, it is possible to enumerate all dichotomous damage scenarios
which can arise. They correspond to simple games (N, v) with n players such that
v(S) = 1 implies #S ≥ 2. Exactly 19 such scenarios exist for n ≤ 4 firms, up to
relabeling. They are listed in Table 2 with the corresponding Shapley values.
For instance, scenario 1 approximates situations in which only cooperation by
firms A and B is critical for the overcharges in question; then A and B share
responsibility for the damage 50 : 50. We saw that this is a reasonable approximation
for the example in Section 2. Scenario 2 corresponds to the big firm-small firm situation
in eq. (25) with n = 3. Here, firm D is – with the caveat that we may deal with a binary
approximation of the real market – a null player; hence it bears no responsibility for
damages. In scenario 3, cooperation by any two firms from {A, B, C} causes damage;
while that of all three is necessary and sufficient for damage in scenario 4; etc.
The number of distinct scenarios involving n firms is related to the Dedekind
numbers in discrete mathematics. These grow at a doubly exponential rate. A list
of all dichotomous damage scenarios with n = 5 non-null players already involves
160 entries. They are collected in Appendix A.21 A comprehensive categorization
may be useful for ballpark assessments of responsibility in contribution settlements.
See Straffin (1983) for n ≤ 4 and Baldan (1992) for n = 5. We have fewer games because v(S) = 1
requires #S ≥ 2 in a cartel context. Appendix A corrects several hidden typos in Baldan’s list. Note that
some games in the list, such as scenario 9, would be considered as improper in the context of voting: they
involve disjoint winning coalitions. If we think of A and B as two producers and of C and D as their
retailers, damage may plausibly arise already if the producers or the retailers cooperate. Presuming
little scope for further marginalization by vertical coordination, M(v) = {AB, CD} makes good sense.
21
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The key practical advantage is that binary approximations just require a big-orsmall classification of damages, not a full-blown market simulation. Even if some
approximation error cannot be avoided the corresponding Shapley allocations reflect
marginal contributions and hence responsibility, in contrast to profits or market shares.

6.

Linear market environments

Sometimes binary evaluations of the counterfactual damages will be considered as
too inaccurate. Defining (N, v) then calls for a parametric specification of the market.
Price and damage estimates for partial cartels can be obtained from equilibrium
analysis in close analogy to merger simulation (see Davis and Garcés 2009, ch. 8,
or Budzinski and Ruhmer 2010). We illustrate this for a linear price competition
model with differentiated goods. It gives an upper bound on the responsibility of a
firm h for its own overcharge ∆ph in symmetric markets. We can also see that bounds
on damage shares are affected differently by different types of asymmetry.
6.1.

Model

We continue to focus on a cartel by n ≥ 3 suppliers where each firm i ∈ N = {1, . . . , n}
produces a single good.22 Firm i’s costs are given by
Ci (qi ) = γi qi for γi ≥ 0.

(26)

Let demand at price vector p = (p1 , . . . , pn ) be described by
n

Di (p) = max ai − di · pi +

X

o
bi j · p j , 0 for ai > γi , di > 0, bi j > 0 for all j , i.

(27)

j∈Nr{i}

Imposing symmetry by setting γi = γ, ai = a, di = d and bi j = b for all i , j ∈ N implies
strong symmetry in the sense of condition (11).
Firms set prices simultaneously à la Bertrand and we suppose that this continues
to hold if some group S ⊆ N of them forms a cartel. In particular, cartel outsiders j < S
choose prices without observing the coordinated decisions of insiders.
Members of S ⊆ N maximize the sum of their profits
ΠS (p) =

X

(pi − γi )Di (p)

(28)

i∈S
22

If we have a multi-product firm and all its prices are determined either competitively or cooperatively then we would need to consider overcharges ∆pl = pCl − pBl , l ∈ P, for a set of products P which no
longer coincides with the set of players N. If, in contrast, the conduct decision is made autonomously
for each l by distinct departments of the firm, then each of these should be included as a player in N.
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with corresponding first-order conditions
X
∂ΠS (p)
∂Di (p)
= D j (p) +
(pi − γi )
for all j ∈ S.
∂p j
∂p j
i∈S

(29)

Analogous expressions hold if j is a cartel outsider.
It is sufficient for existence and uniqueness of a Nash equilibrium that a uniform
increase of all prices as well as a unilateral increase of any single price would always
P
decrease the industry’s aggregated demand.23 Formally, this requires nj=1 ∂Di /∂p j < 0
P
and nj=1 ∂D j /∂pi < 0, i.e., we will assume that the dominant diagonal condition
X
X
αi := di /
bi j > 1 and di >
b ji for all i ∈ N
j,i

(30)

j,i

is satisfied. In the symmetric case, the condition simplifies to α := d/(n − 1)b > 1.
Products are relatively good substitutes when αi is small; then a price increase
by one firm significantly raises profits of the other firms. The cartel internalizes this
externality and the price pi set by cartel member i will be the higher, the smaller αi .
6.2.

Equilibrium prices

We adopt the concise notation by Davis and Garcés (2009, ch. 8) and let bii := −di . If
we focus on price vectors with positive demand we can write the demand system as
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b11 · · · b1n 
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 .
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D(p) = A + B · p with A =  ..  and B =  .. · · · ..  .
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(31)

For any given coalition S ⊆ N, define the cartel participation matrix PS = (PS i j )n×n by

and let




1 if i, j ∈ S or i = j,
S
Pi j = 

0 otherwise

(32)



 PS 11 ·b11 · · · PS n1 ·bn1 




..
..
(PS ◦ B)0 = 

.
···
.


PS ·b

S
1n 1n · · · P nn ·bnn

(33)

denote the transpose of the (Hadamard or Schur or) entrywise product of PS and B. Then
the first-order conditions (29) for joint profit maximization by S’s members and by all
23

See Vives (1999, Sec. 6.2) and Federgruen and Pierson (2011, Cor. 4.6).
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competitive firms j < S can be written compactly as
 
γ1 
 . 
A + B · p + (PS ◦ B)0 · (p − Γ) = 0 with Γ =  ..  .
 
γn

(34)

Under assumption (30) these conditions are necessary and sufficient for the respective
profit maximums. The unique solution
pS = [(PS ◦ B)0 · Γ − A] · [B + (PS ◦ B)0 ]−1

(35)

summarizes equilibrium prices pSi of all products i ∈ N if firms in S coordinate prices
and the remaining ones act competitively.
6.3.

Symmetric case

In a symmetric environment with
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(36)

the cartel price evaluates to
C

p :=

pN
i

!
.
a
=
+γ 2
d − (n − 1)b

(37)

for each (symmetrically differentiated) product i ∈ N. Corresponding competitive
prices are
a + dγ
pB := p∅i =
for all i ∈ N.
(38)
2d − (n − 1)b
This implies cartel overcharges of
∆p = pC − pB =

a/d − γ(1 − α1 )
4α − 6 + 2/α

with α =

d
>1
(n − 1)b

(39)

for each product i ∈ N. They are homogeneous of degree one in (a, γ) and
strictly decreasing in differentiation parameter α as well as in unit costs γ. Note
that limα→∞ ∆p = 0: collaboration by firms with independent demands entails no
overcharges.
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If there is a partial cartel S of size s = 2, . . . , n − 1, equilibrium prices are



2
2
2

a(2d
+
b)
+
γ
2d
+
bd(3
−
2s)
+
b
(ns
−
n
−
s
+
1)






4d2 − 2(n + s − 3)bd + b2 ηs


S
pi = 




 a(2d − sb + 2b) + γ 2d2 − bd(s − 2) − b2 (s2 − s)





4d2 − 2(n + s − 3)bd + b2 ηs

if i ∈ S,
(40)
if i < S

with ηs = s(n − s) − 2(n − 1) and s = #S.24 Comparing the price pSh of the home
product h ∈ N of a suing customer in case that the respective producer h is part of a
cartel with s members, i.e., for h ∈ S, to the respective price pSh if h is not, i.e., for h < S,
yields


b(s − 1) a − γ(b + d − bn)
.
(41)
v̄h (s) − v̄h (s) = ph (s) − ph (s) = 2
4d − 2(n + s − 3)bd + ηs b2
Inserting this into eq. (7) gives the Shapley allocation in absolute terms. Division
by v(N) = ∆p yields
n−1

ρ∗h

ϕh (N, v) 1 n − 1 X
(s − 1) · (4α2 − 6α + 2)
=
= +
.
v(N)
n
n s=2 4α2 (n − 1)2 − 2(n + s − 3)(n − 1)α + ηs

(42)

One can see that, in the symmetric case, the common unit cost γ or demand intercept a
have no effect on h’s share. It is determined only by the degree of differentiation, i.e.,
ratio α = d/(n − 1)b of own and cross-price parameters. ρ∗h is strictly increasing in α.
Discipline by all cartel members is the more important for maintaining an
overcharge on product h, the lower the degree of differentiation. In the limit, each
firm’s participation is essential and contributes equally to ∆p:
lim ρ∗h =
α→1

1
1
and lim ρ∗j = for j , h.
α→1
n
n

(43)

This coincides with the allocation in case of perfect substitutes (see Section 5.3). If, in
contrast, products are highly differentiated, eq. (42) yields
n−1

lim ρ∗h
α→∞

X
1
1
1
= +
(s − 1) = .
n n(n − 1) s=2
2

(44)

So seller h must cover up to half of the compensation for its overcharges,25 and we can
24

Static stability of the industry-wide cartel requires that the degree of differentiation is not too large
for n > 3. This is no concern, however, in the derivation of bounds on contributions. See Deneckere
and Davidson (1985), Weikard (2009) and Federgruen and Pierson (2011) on cartel profits under price
competition and their relation to internal vs. external stability.
25
Recall however that ∆p vanishes as α → ∞.
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Figure 1: Share ρ∗h of overcharge damages on product h attributed to its vendor
(a = 10, d = 2, γ = 0, b = 2/(n − 1)α)
complement the more general lower bound in Proposition 3 by an upper bound:
Proposition 4. Suppose n ≥ 3 firms are symmetric in the linear market environment
defined by equations (26), (27) and (30). If v reflects damages to a customer of firm h ∈ N,
then



v(N) v(N)


,
if i = h,
 n
2

(45)
ϕi (N, v) ∈ 
 v(N) v(N) 



 2(n−1) , n
if i , h.
Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of ρ∗h for intermediate degrees of differentiation.
6.4.

Asymmetric case

Bounds for the symmetric case provide guidance for mildly asymmetric markets by
continuity. But things change when firms are truly heterogeneous. It is then possible
that the producer h of a good for which compensation is sought will be assigned a
smaller share than its competitors, i.e., ϕh (N, v) < v(N)/n. Such cases arise if the crossprice effects involving firm h are sufficiently smaller than those between other cartel
members. We can, e.g., have three firms such that demands of firm 1 and 2 involve
high mutual cross-price reactions b12 and b21 , while there are only small linkages bi3 and
b3i with firm 3 (i , 3). Firm 3’s cartel participation contributes to the overcharges on
p1 , p2 and p3 if all parameters are positive. But a significant increase of p3 would have
occurred even if firm 3 had not been part of the cartel and had just best-responded.
This part of ∆p3 is caused by price increases on goods 1 and 2, which are mostly driven
by shutting down competition between firms 1 and 2, not firm 3. Thus the former
may bear greater responsibility for ∆p3 than the latter.26
For numerical illustration, consider Section 2’s example again: the Shapley value ϕ(N, v3 )
corresponds to shares ρ∗ = (35.5%; 37.2%; 27.3%) for overcharge ∆p3 .
26

25

Asymmetry in cross-price effects does not come with useful bounds. One either
needs to do full quantitative analysis based on specific parameter estimates. Or
one uses a binary approximation as discussed in Section 5.3. (For the 3-firm example,
approximations by M(v) = { {1, 2} } suggest themselves for ∆p1 and ∆p2 ; that by M(v) =
{ {1, 2, 3} } for ∆p3 .)
Bounds for asymmetry in the demand parameters ai or costs γi can be derived.
But the computations become very tedious. Supposing γ = 0 and that firm-specific
intercepts ai are the only asymmetry, one can for instance compute
∆ph = pCh − pBh =

b(n − 1)[b(3d + 2b − bn)ah + (2d2 + b2 n − b2 )ā−h ]
2(d + b)(2d + b)(d + b − bn)(2d + b − bn)

(46)

as the cartel’s price increase for product h. It rises in the saturation level ah of firm h’s
P
demand as well as in the average saturation quantity ā−h := i,h ai /(n−1) of firms i , h.
The corresponding Shapley value of firm h in the allocation of ∆ph is
n−1

∆ph 1 X b(s − 1)[b(6d + b(s + 4 − n))ah + (4d2 + τs b2 )ā−h ]
ϕh =
+
n
n s=2 2(d + b)(2d + b)(4d2 − (2n − 6 + 2s)db + ηs b2 )

(47)

with τs := (n − s − 2) and ηs := s(n − s) − 2(n − 1). The implied damage share of firm h
d
can, after a good dose of algebraic manipulations, be written as a function of α = b(n−1)
and ā−h /ah as follows
 i
h

n−1 (s − 1) 6α(n − 1) + (s + 4 − n) + 4α2 (n − 1)2 + τ ā−h · (α − 1)(2α − 1)
X
s
1
1
ah
 h
i.

ρ∗h = +
η
s
2−n
2 (n − 1) + 1) ā−h
n n(n − 1) s=2 4α2 (n − 1) − (2n − 6 + 2s)α +
·
(3α
+
)
+
(2α
n−1
n−1
ah
(48)
Ratio ā−h /ah relates the market sizes of firm h and its competitors: a large ratio means
firm h is comparatively small, a ratio close to zero that h’s market is big.
It can be checked that ρ∗h is strictly decreasing in ā−h /ah . From that follows
h
i
n−1
X
6α(n − 1) + (s + 4 − n) · (α − 1)(2α − 1)
(s
−
1)
1
1
 
.
ρ∗h ≤ lim ρ∗h = +
·
n n s=2 (n − 1) 4α2 (n − 1) − (2n − 6 + 2s)α + ηs · 3α + 2−n
ā−h /ah → 0
n−1
n−1
(49)
The right-most fraction, with terms involving α, is maximal for s = n − 1. This
maximum can be shown to be strictly increasing in α. It is hence bounded by its limit
as α → ∞, which evaluates to 1. This gives
n−1

ρ∗h

1 1 X s−1
1
≤ +
=
n n s=2 n − 1 2
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Figure 2: Shares ρ∗ for cost leaders i = 1, 2 and laggards j = 3, 4

α

as an upper bound. A lower bound 1/n ≤ ρ∗h follows from considering ā−h /ah → ∞
and α → 1. (Details are available upon request.)
Hence the same bounds as for perfectly symmetric firms obtain if only demand
parameters ai vary and we focus on firm h’s share in allocating harm of its customers.
Things differ for a firm j , h, however. The key determinant of j’s share in ∆ph is
P
ã−h,j := i∈Nr{h, j} ai /(n − 2), the average demand intercept of firms other than h and j. If
a j  ã−h,j then j is the only large competitor of firm h and both end up splitting ∆ph
about 50 : 50. If conversely the market size of firm j is negligible compared to that of
h’s other competitors (i.e., a j  ã−h, j ) then j is basically a null player.
We can therefore state the following analogue to Proposition 4 on the one hand:
Proposition 5. Suppose n ≥ 3 firms are symmetric except for the demand intercepts
a1 , . . . , an in the linear market environment defined by equations (26), (27) and (30) with
γ = 0. If v reflects damages to a customer of firm h ∈ N, then



v(N) v(N)


,

2
 n
ϕi (N, v) ∈ 





 0, v(N)
2

if i = h,
(51)
if i , h.

On the other hand, bounds concerning competitors i , h of the suing customer’s seller
are now so wide that they are unlikely to be of practical help.
The same applies to firms which are symmetric in all but technology. This is
illustrated in Figure 2. It considers two low-cost and two high-cost producers with
2
common parameters a = 10, d = 2, and b = 3α
. No matter whether the selling firm
has (a) low costs γi = 1 or (b) high costs γ j = 5, it bears between 25% and 50% of
overcharges on its product, and always the greatest share. In the former case, the
27

share of the other low-cost firm increases in differentiation and approaches 50% for
α → ∞. The share of a high-cost firm in overcharges on the product of a competitor
falls in α and eventually vanishes.

7.

Comparison to heuristics

The data requirements for the quantification of a real damage allocation problem
(N, v) are the same as for merger simulation analysis. The latter has established itself
in the toolkit of competition policy.27 Still, a reliable heuristic could save the high
costs of calibrating a suitable model. Perhaps market shares, which are much easier
to obtain than demand and cost estimates, inadvertently are a good proxy for whose
cartel participation contributed how much to damages, at least under some identifiable
circumstances? If yes, should we use sales or revenues? From the cartel or competitive
regime? Or perhaps better use some profit measure after all?
We will tentatively address these issues by some in vitro comparisons. Specifically,
we consider Shapley allocations under a range of parameter choices for the linear
model of Section 6 and numerically compare deviations from this benchmark for
some of the heuristics discussed in Section 2. We also contrast the Shapley allocation
of the full model with that of its product-specific best binary approximations (see
Section 5.3).
We adopt an aggregate perspective here and suppose that every harmed customer
goes after the cartel. Then the total overcharge damage
D :=

X

qCi · ∆pi

(52)

i∈N

will either be allocated according to the Shapley allocation ϕ(N, v j ) for each individual
product j, or according to some heuristic. Firm i’s aggregate Shapley payments are
Φi :=

X

ϕi (N, v j ) =

j∈N

X

qCj · ∆p j · ρ∗i (N, v j ).

(53)

j∈N

Absolute values of over or under-payments relative to Φi are summed across firms
and normalized to give an index of aggregate mis-allocation of damages
ρ

M =

X

.
ρ
| Φi − Hi | D

(54)

i∈N
27

See Budzinski and Ruhmer (2010) for a survey, Weinberg (2011) or Knittel and Metaxoglou (2011)
for critical discussions and, e.g., COMP/M.5644–Kraft Foods/Cadbury or COMP/M.5658–Unilever/Sara
Lee for applications to cases in Europe. In the US, prominent cases include U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of California, U.S. v. Oracle Corp., 2004.
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ρ

where Hi denotes aggregate payments by firm i according to heuristic shares ρ. Mρ
is proportional to the expected mis-allocation of compensation for a unit purchase by
a randomly drawn customer, for a customer who made purchases from all firms in
proportion to their cartel sales, or when all customers go after the cartel with identical
positive probabilities.28 Considering Mρ rather than over and under-payments at
the product-specific level gives heuristics a good shot: differential responsibilities for
own and other firms’ customers (cf. Proposition 3) can net out across products. In
particular, an equal distribution per head, by market shares, or by profits all yield zero
aggregate mis-allocation for symmetric environments.
We hence focus on asymmetric configurations and report on six distinct variations
of the example underlying Figure 2. The baseline parameters are γ = 1, a = 10, d = 2
and b = d/3α; we break the symmetry for one parameter at a time. Several other
variations which we tried, e.g., with six firms instead of four, yielded similar patterns.
The two top panels of Figure 3 consider heterogeneity in firm-specific market
sizes ai . Panel (a) involves two large and two small firms; in panel (b) they all differ.
An equal per head allocation ρ0 non-surprisingly performs well when differentiation is
very low. But, among the simple heuristics discussed in Section 2, it soon loses out
to allocating damages in proportion to market shares based on competitive sales ρ4 and
to market shares based on cartel sales ρ2 . Market shares determined by cartel revenues ρ1
or competitive revenues ρ3 produce high mis-allocations at all levels of differentiation.
Only allocation in proportion to cartel profits ρ5 is worse. The smallest mis-allocations
follow from aggregating the Shapley values of product-specific dichotomous damage
scenarios, denoted as ρD .
We grant it would be heroic to presume that one could always identify the first-best
binary approximation (N, ṽi ) of an unknown true damage allocation problem (N, vi )
(based here on k · k1 -distances between induced Shapley allocations, with switches of
the minimizers generating the kinks). We have checked, however, that – apart for
panel (c), where mis-allocations are small across the board – performance is quite
similar if the respective second best-possible approximations ṽ˜i are invoked.29
Panels (c) and (d) assume an intermediate and a big cost asymmetry between firms 1
and 2 vs. firms 3 and 4. The deviations from the Shapley payments, aggregated for each
firm across all four overcharges, is significantly higher with the bigger asymmetry in
(d). The kink which is visible in panel (c) for ρ3 – or ρ2 in (e) – result from cancellation
28

The latter may be a plausible a priori assumption. It suggests that cartel members should pool
their contribution obligations in a kind of trust in order to save on transaction costs. Symmetry of firms
would then directly call for symmetric shares in the trust. The analysis in this section shows, however,
that no simple market or profit share rule applies to funding the trust under asymmetry.
29
In fact, using the second-best approximation of each (N, vi ) with i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} performs better than
D
ρ for some intervals of α, η or β: there, bigger mis-allocations at the product level happen to cancel
more of each other at the firm level than they do for the best approximations.

29
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Figure 3: Mis-allocation Mρ by different heuristics considering i = 1, 2 and j = 3, 4

β

of product-specific deviations at the firm level when these initially have opposite
signs but switch to same sign. Revenue-based market shares ρ1 or ρ3 and sales-based
competitive market shares ρ4 all perform well. For several parameter constellations,
they beat the discretization heuristic ρD by a small absolute margin.
The latter also holds in panel (e), which assumes firms 3 and 4 to face bigger ownprice elasticities than firms 1 and 2. Market shares based on cartel sales or competitive
revenues are close to the Shapley value, as far as aggregate payments to all victims
are concerned. The final panel (f) assumes heterogeneity in cross-price effects: firms 1
and 2 face a fixed cross-price parameter of 1/4, competition between firms 3 and 4
30

is more intense by some factor β. Somewhat unexpectedly, after investigating five
environments in which its ranking was consistently low, the allocation ρ5 by cartel
profits comes closest to representing a short-cut to the exact Shapley payments among
the simple heuristics. The heuristic ρD of using binary damage approximations at the
product level is still much better here.
Overall, as one might have suspected, there is no heuristic which always outperforms the others. Those based on market shares – preferably sales-based for
heterogeneity in ai , otherwise revenue-based – tend to score better than a profitsbased division. But panel (f) provides an exception to the rule. Generally, when
firms produce close substitutes and hence ratio α = d/(n − 1)b is close to 1, an equal
division by heads performs well. This all comes with the warning that the figures
consider aggregate mis-allocation. If different fractions of customers across firms seek
compensation for their harm, the picture looks much worse for heuristics based on
aggregate market statistics. In contrast, discretizations at the product level robustly
perform well for compensation of customers at the individual level as well as in total.

8.

Extension to leniency rules

Regarding the conduct of a firm, we have so far discriminated only between being
a member of the cartel or competing with it. There are at least two cases where the
specific roles of firms require more attention.
First, some members may have acted as ringleaders of the cartel and therefore bear
greater responsibility for inflicted harm than otherwise. The legal literature points
to the role of leader in an infringement, i.e., in organizing the operations of an existing
cartel, and of instigator of an infringement by particularly furthering the establishment
or enlargement of a cartel (see EC Case T-15/02 (14)). A cartel’s success and therefore
also the harm it causes are known to vary in its organizational characteristics. See,
e.g., Harrington (2006), Levenstein and Suslow (2006), Connor and Bolotova (2006),
Davies and De (2013) or Awaya and Krishna (2016). Responsibility allocations based
only on a model of cost and demand structure likely understate a ringleader’s due
share in compensating victims.
Second, firms which are granted immunity by the authorities can often ask for
special treatment also regarding the civil law consequences of their offenses. Liability
exemptions raise the attractiveness of coming clean just like immunity from fines and
criminal charges. Many cartels are brought down not by external investigators but
insiders who fear others take advantage of immunity provisions before they do. So
suitably structured leniency rules foster mutual distrust and help to deter cartels (see,
e.g., Leslie 2006, Harrington and Chang 2009, Miller 2009, and Bigoni et al. 2012). This
is appreciated in Directive 2014/104/EU (see recital 38) and Article 11(4) makes the
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leniency provision that “. . . an immunity recipient is jointly and severally liable as follows:
(a) to its direct or indirect purchasers or providers; and (b) to other parties only where full
compensation cannot be obtained from the other undertakings that were involved in the same
infringement of competition law.”
Such a limited role of an immunity recipient in compensating victims can be
incorporated into the proposed systematic approach rather easily. The key modification is to replace the symmetry requirement (SYM) in Section 3’s identification of a
responsibility-based damage allocation rule by something more flexible. This leads to
the use of weighted Shapley values.
These were first suggested by Shapley (1953b). Their prominent axiomatic characterization by Kalai and Samet (1987) takes up the result of Shapley (1953a) and relaxes
symmetry to requiring merely that v(S) is distributed in a ‘consistent’ way whenever
S is a ‘partnership’. The latter entails that the members of S make contributions to
coalitions of other players only when they are together, i.e., v(R ∪ T) = v(R) for any
strict subset T ⊂ S and any R ⊆ N r S. The members of a partnership are symmetric
to another in terms of their marginal contributions. If surplus or costs must be split
asymmetrically, for reasons not reflected by v, at least there should be no inconsistency
between a two-step allocation – first to partnerships in their entirety, then internally –
or one directly to individual members.
Including such a consistency requirement in the list of desirable properties, and
dropping symmetry, turns out to impose a non-negative vector ω = (ω1 , . . . , ωn ) of
weights. This modifies the symmetric Shapley value ϕ to ϕω such that the shares of
players i ∈ T in any carrier game (N, uT ) over T ⊆ N (where uT (S) = 1 if T ⊆ S and 0
P
otherwise; cf. fn. 14) are proportional to their weights, i.e., ϕωi (N, uT ) = ωi / j∈T ω j if
i ∈ T and 0 otherwise.
The leniency rules in Article 11(4) can therewith be accommodated as follows:30
(i) use ϕω with ω = (1, . . . , 1), i.e., the standard Shapley value ϕ, for allocating any
overcharge damages (N, vl ) which have accrued to direct or indirect purchasers of
the goods produced by leniency recipient l ∈ N; (ii) by contrast use ϕω̃ with ω̃ =
(1, . . . , 1, 0, 1, . . . , 1) where ω̃l = 0 when overcharges by l’s competitors are concerned
(assuming full compensation can be obtained from them). This can be generalized
to the case of multiple immunity recipients L ⊂ N: use ϕω̃ with ω̃i = 1 if i < L or
overcharges ∆pi are concerned, and ω̃i = 0 otherwise.31
The same kind of extension can account for elevated responsibilities that derive
from ringleader positions. Namely, use ϕω̃ with ω̃r = ε > 1 for any ringleader
30

Same applies to the liability restriction in Article 11(2) for small or medium-sized enterprises.
We simplify here. Potential divisions by zero are avoided by actually working with a lexicographic
weight system, consisting of strictly positive weights and an ordered partition of N into classes N1 , . . . , Nm .
Members of Np receive zero when a carrier T also involves members of Nq with p < q. See Kalai and
Samet (1987). Also see Nowak and Radzik (1995) on axiomatizing ϕω based on (MRG) and (EFF).
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r ∈ R ⊂ N, and ω̃i = 1 for conventional cartel members i < R. The appropriate value
for ε – or possibly different levels ε1 ≥ ε2 ≥ . . . > 1 when several ringleaders are
involved – depends on how pronounced the respective leadership or instigating role
was. This is unfortunately outside the scope of our setup. Criminal rulings and fines
against the cartel members, which usually precede civil-law proceedings by victims
in the EU, may provide a reasonable reference point.

9.

Concluding remarks

Big part of the damages caused by cartels will probably continue to go uncompensated,
despite lower legal hurdles in the EU. Overcharges associated with, e.g., the European
truck cartel of 1997 to 2011 have been claimed to reach more than e10 000 per
vehicle, with sales of up to 10 mio. trucks (Bentham Europe Ltd 2016). It is unlikely
that the mixed bag of victims – from the federation of the German logistics and
trucking industry (BGL), bundling claims for up to 100 000 trucks, to small firms or
municipalities with a single lorry procurement – will all press for redress with success
before their claims are barred. Still, compensation payments and the need to assign
contributions to individual members of a cartel will gain significant importance.
The economic responsibility for a given overcharge which our analysis has derived
from the systematic consideration of all conceivable but-for scenarios regarding cartel
membership is not necessarily congruent with the legal interpretations that national
legislatures and courts in Europe will give 2014’s EU Directive on Antitrust Damages
Actions. There is substantial inherent difficulty in allocating individual responsibilities
to joint tortfeasors.32 One might conclude that this unavoidably generates arbitrariness
and unresolvable disagreement, generally making it too complex to apportion
contributions based on individual responsibility. That suspicion played a role when
the US Supreme Court opted for no contributions in its ruling on Texas Industries, Inc.
v. Radcliff Materials, Inc. in 1981 (cf. 451 U.S. 637–38).
This paper has argued that a non-arbitrary way of allocating contributions in line
with relative responsibilities exists. The former co-conspirators are to start out with
equal shares of any compensation payment; these shares then are to be corrected, in
a well-defined way, for greater or smaller-than-average effects on the overcharge in
question. This follows (Theorem 2) from the transparent translation of the requirement
that contributions are determined by responsibility for harm into the marginality
property of Young (1985) and other natural requirements.
Their simultaneous satisfaction makes the Shapley value the right instrument for
allocating cartel damages. We have investigated what its use entails and how it relates
to ad hoc approaches. For a start, we focused on particularly simple cost and demand
32

See Braham and van Hees (2012) for a comprehensive philosophical account.
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structures and adopted a static perspective. Future research can hopefully extend
some of the findings to more general settings. A first worthwhile robustness check
would, e.g., be to replace the linear demand structure in Section 6 by a log-linear one
or the popular almost ideal demand system (AIDS) of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980).
Extensions which can account for elevated or reduced responsibilities of ringleaders
or immunity recipients fortunately require no fundamentally different approach but
simply a relaxation of symmetry in the list of desiderata (Section 8).
Of course, the merits of the damage allocations which result from applying the
Shapley value depend on the quality of its input, i.e., the description of counterfactual
overcharge scenarios by a characteristic function v. Reaching a reasonable level of
agreement on this in court is bound to be difficult. This, however, is no conceptual
flaw of the approach. It is a practical challenge which involves the modeling of a
market and estimations. The same also arises earlier when harm is quantified and the
compensation that is to be paid out to the plaintiff is defined.
Once defined, it is tempting to divide a damage payment by a quick-and-easy
criterion. Baker (2004), for instance, “would recommend to a foreign parliament that
it provide for contribution based on a single variable, such as sales of the product
during the conspiracy” (p. 388). He holds that some contributions are fairer than none
(as in US antitrust law) but reasons that “a multi-factor formula” could be hard to
administer. We would reply that a first description of which firms’ cartel participation
had big price effects compared to other constellations could probably be given by a
clerk based on just a few phone calls. As we have seen in Section 7, using binary
approximations with Shapley’s formula tends to reflect responsibility better than a
single fixed indicator of market shares.
The usual trade-offs exist between tractability and reflecting temporal, spatial
and other details of specific cartel operations. The truck and elevator businesses,
air cargo, markets for automotive parts, sugar, etc. certainly differ. But the close
analogy between investigating overcharges and merger simulation analysis suggests
that viable balances can be struck. We hence endorse the implicit assumption in
Article 11 of Directive 2014/104/EU (rather than the US Supreme Court’s view): it is not
prohibitively complex but feasible to allocate cartel damages in line with responsibility
for harm.
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A.

Appendix: All dichotomous damage scenarios with n = 5 firms

M(v)
1.–19. see Table 2 on p. 20
20. AB, AC, AD, AE
21. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC
22. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD
23. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE
24. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE, CD
25. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE, CD, CE
26. AB,AC,AD,AE,BC,BD,BE,CD,CE,DE
27. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE, CDE
28. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, CD
29. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, CE
30. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, CE, DE
31. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, CDE
32. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BDE
33. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BDE, CDE
34. AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, DE
35. AB, AC, AD, AE, BCD
36. AB, AC, AD, AE, BCD, BCE
37. AB, AC, AD, AE, BCD, BCE, BDE
38. AB,AC,AD,AE,BCD,BCE,BDE,CDE
39. AB, AC, AD, AE, BCDE
40. AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CDE
41. AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CE
42. AB, AC, AD, BC, BD, CE, DE
43. AB, AC, AD, BC, BDE
44. AB, AC, AD, BC, BDE, CDE
45. AB, AC, AD, BC, BE
46. AB, AC, AD, BC, BE, CDE
47. AB, AC, AD, BC, BE, DE
48. AB, AC, AD, BC, DE
49. AB, AC, AD, BCD, BCE
50. AB, AC, AD, BCD, BCE, BDE
51. AB, AC, AD, BCD, BCE, BDE, CDE
52. AB, AC, AD, BCDE
53. AB, AC, AD, BCE
54. AB, AC, AD, BCE, BDE
55. AB, AC, AD, BCE, BDE, CDE
56. AB, AC, AD, BE
57. AB, AC, AD, BE, BCD
58. AB, AC, AD, BE, BCD, CDE
59. AB, AC, AD, BE, CDE
60. AB, AC, AD, BE, CE
61. AB, AC, AD, BE, CE, BCD
62. AB, AC, AD, BE, CE, DE
63. AB, AC, AD, BE, CE, DE, BCD
64. AB, AC, ADE
65. AB, AC, ADE, BCD
66. AB, AC, ADE, BCD, BCE
67. AB, AC, ADE, BCD, BCE, BDE
68. AB, AC, ADE, BCD, BCE, BDE, CDE
69. AB, AC, ADE, BCD, BDE
70. AB, AC, ADE, BCD, BDE, CDE

60 · ϕ(N, v)
(48, 3, 3, 3, 3)
(28, 13, 13, 3, 3)
(23, 18, 8, 8, 3)
(21, 21, 6, 6, 6)
(16, 16, 11, 11, 6)
(14, 14, 14, 9, 9)
(12, 12, 12, 12, 12)
(18, 18, 8, 8, 8)
(18, 13, 13, 13, 3)
(18, 13, 13, 8, 8)
(16, 11, 11, 11, 11)
(20, 15, 10, 10, 5)
(25, 15, 10, 5, 5)
(22, 12, 12, 7, 7)
(20, 10, 10, 10, 10)
(33, 8, 8, 8, 3)
(30, 10, 10, 5, 5)
(27, 12, 7, 7, 7)
(24, 9, 9, 9, 9)
(36, 6, 6, 6, 6)
(17, 17, 12, 12, 2)
(15, 15, 15, 10, 5)
(13, 13, 13, 13, 8)
(22, 17, 12, 7, 2)
(19, 14, 14, 9, 4)
(20, 20, 10, 5, 5)
(17, 17, 12, 7, 7)
(15, 15, 10, 10, 10)
(17, 12, 12, 12, 7)
(27, 12, 12, 7, 2)
(24, 14, 9, 9, 4)
(21, 11, 11, 11, 6)
(33, 8, 8, 8, 3)
(30, 10, 10, 5, 5)
(27, 12, 7, 7, 7)
(24, 9, 9, 9, 9)
(25, 15, 5, 5, 10)
(22, 17, 7, 7, 7)
(19, 14, 9, 9, 9)
(22, 12, 7, 7, 12)
(20, 10, 10, 5, 15)
(17, 12, 12, 7, 12)
(18, 8, 8, 8, 18)
(15, 10, 10, 10, 15)
(42, 7, 7, 2, 2)
(27, 12, 12, 7, 2)
(24, 14, 14, 4, 4)
(21, 16, 11, 6, 6)
(18, 13, 13, 8, 8)
(24, 14, 9, 9, 4)
(21, 11, 11, 11, 6)

M(v)
71. AB, AC, ADE, BCDE
72. AB, AC, ADE, BDE, CDE
73. AB, AC, BC, ADE
74. AB, AC, BC, ADE, BDE
75. AB, AC, BC, ADE, BDE, CDE
76. AB, AC, BC, DE
77. AB, AC, BCD, BCE
78. AB, AC, BCD, BCE, BDE
79. AB, AC, BCD, BCE, BDE, CDE
80. AB, AC, BCD, BDE
81. AB, AC, BCD, BDE, CDE
82. AB, AC, BCDE
83. AB, AC, BD, ADE
84. AB, AC, BD, ADE, BCE
85. AB, AC, BD, ADE, BCE, CDE
86. AB, AC, BD, ADE, CDE
87. AB, AC, BD, CD, ADE
88. AB, AC, BD, CD, ADE, BCE
89. AB, AC, BD, CDE
90. AB, AC, BD, CE
91. AB, AC, BD, CE, ADE
92. AB, AC, BD, CE, DE
93. AB, AC, BDE
94. AB, AC, BDE, CDE
95. AB, AC, DE
96. AB, AC, DE, BCD
97. AB, AC, DE, BCD, BCE
98. AB, ACD, ACE
99. AB, ACD, ACE, ADE
100. AB, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD
101. AB, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD, BCE
102. AB, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD, BCE, BDE
103. AB,ACD,ACE,ADE,BCD,BCE,BDE,CDE
104. AB, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD, BCE, CDE
105. AB, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD, CDE
106. AB, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCDE
107. AB, ACD, ACE, ADE, CDE
108. AB, ACD, ACE, BCD
109. AB, ACD, ACE, BCD, BCE
110. AB, ACD, ACE, BCD, BCE, CDE
111. AB, ACD, ACE, BCD, BDE
112. AB, ACD, ACE, BCD, BDE, CDE
113. AB, ACD, ACE, BCD, CDE
114. AB, ACD, ACE, BCDE
115. AB, ACD, ACE, BDE
116. AB, ACD, ACE, BDE, CDE
117. AB, ACD, ACE, CDE
118. AB, ACD, BCD, CDE
119. AB, ACD, BCDE
120. AB, ACD, BCE
121. AB, ACD, BCE, CDE
122. AB, ACD, CDE

60 · ϕ(N, v)
(30, 10, 10, 5, 5)
(24, 9, 9, 9, 9)
(22, 17, 17, 2, 2)
(19, 19, 14, 4, 4)
(16, 16, 16, 6, 6)
(14, 14, 14, 9, 9)
(22, 17, 17, 2, 2)
(19, 19, 14, 4, 4)
(16, 16, 16, 6, 6)
(22, 17, 12, 7, 2)
(19, 14, 14, 9, 4)
(28, 13, 13, 3, 3)
(22, 17, 7, 12, 2)
(19, 19, 9, 9, 4)
(16, 16, 11, 11, 6)
(19, 14, 9, 14, 4)
(17, 12, 12, 17, 2)
(14, 14, 14, 14, 4)
(17, 17, 12, 12, 2)
(12, 17, 17, 7, 7)
(14, 14, 14, 9, 9)
(12, 12, 12, 12, 12)
(25, 15, 10, 5, 5)
(22, 12, 12, 7, 7)
(22, 7, 7, 12, 12)
(19, 9, 9, 14, 9)
(16, 11, 11, 11, 11)
(37, 12, 7, 2, 2)
(39, 9, 4, 4, 4)
(24, 14, 9, 9, 4)
(21, 16, 11, 6, 6)
(18, 18, 8, 8, 8)
(15, 15, 10, 10, 10)
(18, 13, 13, 8, 8)
(21, 11, 11, 11, 6)
(27, 12, 7, 7, 7)
(24, 9, 9, 9, 9)
(22, 17, 12, 7, 2)
(19, 19, 14, 4, 4)
(16, 16, 16, 6, 6)
(19, 19, 9, 9, 4)
(16, 16, 11, 11, 6)
(19, 14, 14, 9, 4)
(25, 15, 10, 5, 5)
(22, 17, 7, 7, 7)
(19, 14, 9, 9, 9)
(22, 12, 12, 7, 7)
(17, 17, 12, 12, 2)
(23, 18, 8, 8, 3)
(20, 20, 10, 5, 5)
(17, 17, 12, 7, 7)
(20, 15, 10, 10, 5)

123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.

M(v)

60 · ϕ(N, v)

AB, ACDE
AB, AC, ADE, BDE
AB, ACDE, BCDE
AB, CD, ACE
AB, CD, ACE, ADE
AB, CD, ACE, ADE, BCE
AB, CD, ACE, ADE, BCE, BDE
AB, CE, ACE, BDE
AB, CDE
ABC, ABD, ABE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, ADE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD, BCE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD, BCE, BDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCD, BCE, BDE, CDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, ADE, BCDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, BCD
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, BCD, BCE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, BCD, BDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, BCD, BDE, CDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, BCDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, BDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, ACE, BDE, CDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, BCD
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, BCD, CDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, BCDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, BCE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, BCE, CDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACD, CDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACDE
ABC, ABD, ABE, ACDE, BCDE
ABC, ABD, BCE
ABC, ABD, ABE, CDE
ABC, ABD, ACD, BCE
ABC, ABD, ACD, BCE, BDE
ABC, ABD, ACD, BCE, BDE, CDE
ABC, ABD, ACD, BCDE
ABC, ABD, ACE, ADE
ABC, ABD, ACE, ADE, BCDE
ABC, ABD, ACE, BCDE
ABC, ABD, ACE, BDE
ABC, ABD, ACE, BDE, CDE
ABC, ABD, ACDE
ABC, ABD, ACDE, BCDE
ABC, ABD, CDE
ABC, ABDE
ABC, ABDE, ACDE
ABC, ABDE, ACDE, BCDE
ABC, ADE
ABC, ADE, BCDE
ABCD, ABCE
ABCD, ABCE, ABDE
ABCD, ABCE, ABDE, ACDE
ABCD, ABCE, ABDE, ACDE, BCDE
ABCDE

(33, 18, 3, 3, 3)
(27, 12, 7, 7, 7)
(21, 21, 6, 6, 6)
(17, 12, 17, 12, 2)
(19, 9, 14, 14, 4)
(16, 11, 16, 11, 6)
(13, 13, 13, 13, 8)
(14, 14, 14, 14, 4)
(18, 18, 8, 8, 8)
(27, 27, 2, 2, 2)
(32, 12, 7, 7, 2)
(34, 9, 9, 4, 4)
(36, 6, 6, 6, 6)
(21, 11, 11, 11, 6)
(18, 13, 13, 8, 8)
(15, 15, 10, 10, 10)
(12, 12, 12, 12, 12)
(24, 9, 9, 9, 9)
(19, 14, 14, 9, 4)
(16, 16, 16, 6, 6)
(16, 16, 11, 11, 6)
(13, 13, 13, 13, 8)
(22, 12, 12, 7, 7)
(19, 14, 9, 9, 9)
(16, 11, 11, 11, 11)
(17, 17, 12, 12, 2)
(14, 14, 14, 14, 4)
(20, 15, 10, 10, 5)
(17, 17, 12, 7, 7)
(14, 14, 14, 9, 9)
(17, 12, 12, 12, 7)
(30, 15, 5, 5, 5)
(18, 18, 8, 8, 8)
(30, 10, 10, 5, 5)
(15, 15, 10, 10, 10)
(15, 15, 15, 10, 5)
(12, 17, 12, 12, 7)
(9, 14, 14, 14, 9)
(18, 13, 13, 13, 3)
(32, 7, 7, 7, 7)
(20, 10, 10, 10, 10)
(18, 13, 13, 8, 8)
(15, 15, 10, 10, 10)
(12, 12, 12, 12, 12)
(28, 13, 8, 8, 3)
(16, 16, 11, 11, 6)
(13, 13, 13, 13, 8)
(23, 23, 8, 3, 3)
(26, 11, 11, 6, 6)
(14, 14, 14, 9, 9)
(28, 8, 8, 8, 8)
(16, 11, 11, 11, 11)
(18, 18, 18, 3, 3)
(21, 21, 6, 6, 6)
(24, 9, 9, 9, 9)
(12, 12, 12, 12, 12)
(12, 12, 12, 12, 12)
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